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 “One little, two little, three little Palestinians, three little, two little, one little Palestinian,
then no little Palestinians more”. Okay, Boys and Girls! Everyone, All Together, Now! Let’s
hear it again from the top, yet one more time.”

Hypocrisy  Reigns  Supreme  in  the  Western  World’s  War  Against  the
Palestinians

The time-honored children’s nursery counting rhyme originally referred to ‘Ten Little Indians’

but, now, for the children in the 21st century, it should be adapted to refer to the rapid rate
of the eradication of Palestinian children by the Jewish Zionist hordes that continue to sweep
through the former native homelands of the natives of Palestine, like a plague of invasive
insects or human ‘Genghis Khan’s’.

The original invading colonists of the New World, in the budding new countries of Australia,
New Zealand, Canada, the United States and rest of the America’s didn’t originally really
care a whit how many native children and their elders had to be eradicated, exterminated or
obliterated to make way for their own kind. When it comes down to the nub of it, they don’t
really care a whit, anymore than the Jewish Zionists, and all their allies in the New and Old
World’s, do about how many human beings, young and old alike, must be eradicated –
exterminated – obliterated in Gaza and throughout the occupied territories of Palestine for
the sake of yet the new conquers and their offsprings greedily-lusting again for yet whatever
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more  desired  ultimate  power,  money,  and  control.  It  doesn’t  matter  how  many  horrific
accounts are still to be revealed of young Palestinian infants, children and teenagers who
have had: all their limbs, and even their heads, blown off; died from starvation, malnutrition;
treated for life-threatening injuries and diseases without any anesthetics; or left to wallow in
the mud,  rain,  blistering sun in  their  own feces  from the lack  of  proper  housing and
sanitational infrastructure.

Otherwise, if that were not the truth, the world’s human defenders of humanity, decency
and the higher purposes of life upon Planet Earth, collectively, have long since cried out so
loudly for that a massive army of defenders already would have been invoked to carry out: a
world-wide BDS Movement; Arms and Financial Embargos; yet another WWIII, or whatever
else it would have to take, to stop all those out-of-control Christian-Jewish-Zionist zealots
and aggressors who seek so much financial, political, territorial, spiritual gain at the expense
of yet another of the world’s unfortunate indigenous people, who now are the Palestinians. 

The  mass  of  humanity  has  simply  been  hopelessly  brainwashed  and  brow-beaten  to
passively accept what is the case on the ground. This is why the Canadian, American,
Australian, British citizenry, as well as the majority of all the other humans in the world,
continue to look the other way as they, themselves, struggle to cope with the exigencies of
life, and passively continue to allow the world’s corporate news and mass media to invoke
almost total censorship and management of world news and collective consciousness to
suppress  what  truly  is  happening  everywhere  in  the  world;  and,  specifically,  what   is
happening  to  the  Palestinian  people.  

Meanwhile,  as  they  and  whatever  other  new  indigenous  peoples  in  the  future  will  find
themselves being thrown under the Western World’s oppressive, steamrolling juggernaut,
crunching  and  flattening  everything  and  everyone  in  its  wake  as  it  mindlessly  rumbles
onward towards some nefarious end, the whole movement of the human world inexorably
continues on its unknown course to wherever or nowhere.

Pink Floyd’s Robert Waters Speaks on Gaza, Israel, War, Propaganda, Human
Ignorance

Nevertheless, what continues to unfold in Gaza, gives one cause to pause and wonder,
“What the Hell, in God’s good name, are still even lower depths of human depravity is the
human race yet capable of descended to, as modern history already has shown in places
like Auschwitz? Will the world’s moviemakers, writers and playwrights now spend the next
50 years and more, fretting, puzzling, wondering how yet such another monstrous, bestial
‘Holocaust’ could have again be committed, this time, ironically, cynically, by the victims of
the original Holocaust themselves, who should have already known better by dint of their
own personal horrific experiences? It challenges the human brain to endlessly question and
wonder about whether or not Humans aren’t just another species of lower primates, not
much better than their lesser relatives, somewhere still far down the evolutionary biological
ladder?

Pink Floyd’s Founding Bassist Roger Waters Knows the Truth

The legendary pop music band Pink Floyd’s founding bassist, Roger Waters, is one who has
bravely chosen to face this conundrum head-on in defiance of it all; for which, in his case, in
the  world  of  music,  he  has  been  horrendously  castigated,  vilified  and  economically
persecuted by those sectors of higher-ups around him in the music industry who accuse
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Waters of being “one of the most widely-known antisemites in the world”.

Because  of  the  famed  rocker’s  defiant  attitude  towards  Zionist  Israel’s  genocide  of  the
Palestinians, as well as other related disparaging, comments he has made in the past about
America’s involvement in the war in Ukraine, the record giant BMG that once lionized Waters

music, has since dropped its contracture plans to do a 50th  anniversary release of Pink
Floyd’s historic signature album Dark Side of the Moon; that nevertheless was subsequently
released by the UK Label Cooking Vinyl.

Waters, in return, has characterized his separation from Bertlesmann (BMG) as the “brutal
suppression of my political beliefs. “They’re trying to cancel me like they cancelled Jeremy
Corbyn and Julian Assange, and I will not be cancelled.” Waters candidly declares, “War isn’t
about ideology. It isn’t about religion, it’s about money.” 

As a result of being a longtime supporter of Palestine and critic of Israel, Waters vehemently
continues to deny such accusations; while further causing an uproar in 2023 when he wore a
“Nazi-style” uniform on stage in Berlin. Many of his concerts continue to be cancelled over
his support for an international boycott of Israel.

Roger Waters Music and Political Beliefs Sing to This Writer’s Soul 

Yet Water’s words and music continue to salve this writer’s soul at this moment in time
when the fate of the Palestinians is in such a grim, dire state, precisely; because of so much
propaganda,  ignorance,  absence  of  truth  and  indifferent  silence  now the  norm in  place  of
what everywhere should be honest, real emotions being expressed by humans everywhere
who  find  themselves  engulfed  and  entrapped  by  so  much  mute  ignorant  silence.  Waters
remains yet one of those many, decent human beings who struggle to speak truth to power
for whatever that means and whatever it’s worth.

As one who has attempted to endlessly write about all the madness and depravity that is
now afoot  in  places like Ukraine and Gaza,  this  writer  constantly,  daily,  has to  fight  off so
much depression’ for the sake of his own conscious awareness.

Another Statistic of War Madness. “Sadism”

Such depression is especially keen since having just listened to yet another endless account
of many in Gaza of a little innocent, very scared, very terrified 14-year-old girl and her little
4-Year-old sister who recently were machine-gunned to death by IDF forces.

The family’s 14-year-old and her younger sister were in a car with all their family’s adults
and  relatives  attempting  to  flee  the  death  and  destruction  they  were  facing,  when  their
vehicle was sprayed by IDF machine gun fire, and they all were killed save for the teen and
her  little  sister  who  had  been  stuffed  onto  the  floorboards  of  their  vehicle  for  protection,
with the adult’s bodies above them used as protective shields. 

Their riddled car had come to a halt near a bombed-out tank and, after a time, as pitch
black darkness engulfed them, the teenager managed to use one of her dead relatives cell
phones and finally was able to connect with Palestine’s Red Crescent ambulance services.
They remained in conversation with her, consoling her all the while, while one of their brave
paramedic teams was dispatched to drive their ambulance and themselves in harms way,
indifferent to their  own survival,  to attempt to rescue two very scared, very little,  terrified
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girls.

But  obviously  her  transmission  had  been  monitored  by  the  IDF  who  already  had
malevolently set up an ambush for them; waiting until the Red Crescent ambulance and its
paramedic team had been lured deep into their death trap. While they were enroute, the
terrified teenager  and her  sister  were  kept  on the line,;  consoled by a  very  kind women’s
voice who told them not to worry because help would soon arrive..

UNTIL……..That is, when the Red Crescent receptionist next heard the two frightened little
girl’s voices suddenly scream in abject terror, abruptly cut off by the sound of machine gun
fire, followed by deathly silence.

When  investigating  authorities  finally  arrived,  they  found  the  burnt-out  Red  Crescent
ambulance, with the two dead paramedics and bullet-riddled car nearby with all the dead
family in a bloody heap inside, with the teenager and her 4 year-old sister lying dead atop
the pile.

Such abject evilness is beyond the capacity of the human mind to cope with when so few in
the world in positions of power, who could make a significant difference, care so little as to
allow such evilness and barbarity to continue, unaddressed and unimpeded.

Especially when countries like Canada, and the rest of the United Nation countries leaders,
could  at  once  invoke:  a  total  arms  and  financial  embargo;  BDS movement  against  Zionist
Israel, or; immediately marshal together an ad hoc armed forces of volunteer peace keepers
prepared to immediately put themselves, at the risk of their own lives, between the out-of-
control  mad  men Zionist  leaders,  IDF  forces,  settler  militias  and  Jewish  citizenry  who
obviously, themselves, have become murderously insane by it all, and since, apparently,
have even been given carte blanche to do whatever heinous actions they will, with few
questions ever asked. Yet, instead, look for every legal loophole to continue to ship monies
and war materials to the Zionist to continue their macabre killing spree

One has to wonder? Is there no hope, whatsoever, for the human race?

Has it descended so far down into the black pit of oblivion and hate within the human
heart? 

For all the peoples of the world to decide what personal action each of them now must take
in the future, especially all those long-time lovers of Pink Floyd’s music, they should listen to
the TRT World interview with Roger Waters, as he speaks truth as he sees it in his life about
Gaza, Israel, War, Propaganda, Human Ignorance.

TRI World itself, ironically, constantly is criticized and labeled by the Western corporate
press as being a propaganda news outlet because it dares to broadcast, worldwide, 24 hours
daily, with studies in Washington D.C. and London, controversial issues pertaining to Turkey,
Africa  and  Southern  Asia  towards  which  the  Western  corporate  press  is  ideologically
opposed to or unwilling to air themselves. Such as TRT World being awarded, in 2023, an
International Emmy for its documentary Off The Grid; Ukraine Wartime Stories on the war in
Ukraine.

“One little, two little, three little Palestinians, three little, two little, one little Palestinian, no
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little Palestinians more”. Okay, Boys and Girls! Everyone, All Together, now! Let’s hear it
again from the top, yet one more time.”

*
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Featured image: Displaced Palestinians wait to receive free food from a volunteer-run hospice near
Nasser Medical Hospital in Khan Younis, southern Gaza, on Tuesday, January 9, 2024. Bloomberg
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